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Huskie Tools® Mechanical Crimpers install a wide range of full-tension 
and non-tension utility distribution connectors typically used on overhead
lines, poles, and building hook-ups; including service entrance, streetlight, 
splices, taps, terminals, stacking lugs, stirrups, and repair sleeves.   

Permanent and insertable die-grooves provide maximum versatility across a
wide range of connections. Forged steel jaw construction with positive lock
spring-loaded die retaining buttons provides ease-of-use and durability. 
High-strength one-piece composite handles provide long tool life and 
maximum leverage. The over-center cam action ensures full 
crimping force and allows field adjustability.
DO NOT USE ON LIVE CIRCUITS.
    

MCP SERIES TOOLS CRIMP & CONNECT

Copper taps from #10 solid to #2/0 stranded

Aluminum/ACSR taps from #14 solid to #4/0 ACSR 

Stirrups from #6 AWG to #4/0 ACSR

5/8" and .840" service entrance sleeves  

Copper and Aluminum code conductor connectors  
from #6 AWG to #4/0 stranded   
Overhead full tension dead-end, full and non-tension 
splices, and terminals from #10 stranded to #4/0 ACSR   

MCP-1001

NOSE DIE: “BG” (5/8")
SEAT DIE: “D3”

MCP-1002 MCP-2001

Forged steel butting
jaws ensure 
proper crimps
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Fixed 
“BG” or “O”
nose-die groove

Positive lock
sping-loaded
die retainer

Insertable “D3”
seat-die groove
(”W” type dies)

Heavy-duty
hinge bolts
& jaw links

Over-center
cam action
ensures full
crimping
force

High-strength
aluminum
alloy
castings

MCP SERIES

NOSE DIE: “O”
SEAT DIE: “D3”

NOSE DIE: 5/8" (”BG”)
SEAT DIE: KEARNEY
                 “O-TYPE”

SPECIFICATIONS: CRIMP FORCE: 9,000 lbs. (4,082 kg)
RANGE: #14 — #4/0 AWG  I  LENGTH: 25.6 in. (650mm)  I  WEIGHT: 7.0 lbs. (3.2 kg)

MECHANICAL CRIMPING TOOLS
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